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About This Game

You can get the patch in community

This is a SIM game, you need to struggle as a villager, start your new life in the town.
But it seems the "town" has some secret...

Feature of this Game

3 actress with more than 6 H scene, and more will be added
you can pick fruit, go fishing, crafting or stealing to make money

then you can buy house, farmland, learn new skills, get powerful equipment...
and explore the secret of this "town"

About Actresses
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Ellie 18 years old
The mayor
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Catherine 22 years old
The hotel operator
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Luna 38 years old
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Title: Villager's Biography
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Yann Zunn
Publisher:
Yann Zunn
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2018
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English,Simplified Chinese
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villagers biography. villagers biography gameplay. villagers biography walkthrough. villagers biography game. villagers
biography steam

Poorly optimised as usual. Youre fighting the interface as much as you are the in game opposition.

Pros: Parthians (DLC). Sasanids would've been fantastic though.

Cons: The usual lag. The worst bugle soundtrack in gaming. Absolutely the worst; beats Distant Worlds by 2dB.

One of the better ageing AGEOD titles but still naff.. Amazing art - you will love it if you are hardcore JRPG fan in the
SNES/PS1 era. Can't miss!. Spermination is everything you wanted as a shooter except its for biological interstellar domination.
This game will dazzle you, inspire you, and continue to blow sperms out of their way to get yourself ahead of the game. I
recommend this game for everyone who loves shooters and just want to have fun while doing it.. 8\/10 - Would drop my
workers out of a plane, strapped to a 40-ton slab of stone with bungie cords, without a parachute, as a delivery system for
Stonehenge again.

While it's not an early access title, the devs keep releasing new stuff for the game. The music is nice. The puzzles are fun,
thematic, and incredibly whacky. It made me realize how\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665my hands are at coordinating
with one another. There are a few bugs and glitches, but nothing game breaking or even necessarily bad. Playing a whole level is
fast enough (~20-30m) that replayability is encouraged to chase the extra stars. And extra hats. Did I mention there are hats?

They did what? They added up to 10 player local multiplayer? I played cooperatively with one friend and it almost ruined my
opinion of him as a functioning adult.

Art and animation are simplistic, but not bad. And honestly with as badly as I ruined the colliseum, I'd rather not see it in
photorealistic detail.. It's so bad, it's good okay.. Chinese version please!
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Its a great JRPG. Lots of kawaii moments ^^. I absolutely love this version, it's definitely one of my top two maps. The stocks
help encourage claiming shorter routes, and the strategy around them is incredibly interesting and well-implemented. Even the
AI is able to play relatively competently, though it's obviously has nothing on playing against actual human players.. 10/10 (but
very short)
Great little climbing game. More more more.. Beautiful atmospheric and fun Chronology is not far away from being a really
quite excellent game. Unfortunately, the story isn't strong enough to carry it and it ends just as the puzzles are really hitting their
stride. So well worth a look but maybe wait for it to pop up on the Steam sale.. Okay well I get that this is an early access game
and I truly hope that you continue on with it, but there are a few features that need to be implemented into the game. A settings
menu would be nice due to the fact that the particles cause me to lose frames drastically. Other than that, so far it is a pretty
decent horror game. It has a nice eerie atmospere and looks nice aswell. Just keep with the game and it'll turn out fine..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. I, like many others here, can't help but be strangely compelled to play.
Instead of just leaving it at that though, I'll try to put what I feel in words. This game seems like it was developed to be the
ulitmate abstract expression of both the 90's "collect-a-thon" platformers and the modern open-world "sandbox" games. It's
minimalistic aesthetic serves well the feeling of exploration and the occasional bits of story you recieve from journal pieces and
conversations are tantalizing enough to entice you to find them all and piece together the entirety of the narrative.

While the gameplay so far has never diversed from "roll around, color, collect, talk" I don't think it needs to, it's a testament to
the philosophy that simplicity is key and sometimes overthought in the game design process isn't required. In addition to the of
the world beng a clever mechanic, it also lends a hand to the relaxing nature of the game and imparts a sense of ownership as no
two worlds will be the same and you can feel proud of your coloring as you traverse your world.

There really isn't much negative to say about the game, but one should be informed the game has no save mechanic. This is by
design and I really don't think it needs to have saving, but definitely make sure to make time for this game because all of your
work will be lost upon closing. (edit: ive been informed this is no longer the case and the game saves on exit. YAY!)

That's really all I have to say about Cube & Star: An Arbitrary Love. I don't think this will win over some gamers but I would
encourage everyone to at least try it. What's here is something that to the best of my knowledge hasn't been done before, and the
results come together in a delightful and fascinating way.. Great bromance.
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